TE RT IAR Y E DU CAT ION REP ORT: L INC OLN UN IVER S IT Y S IN GLE STA GE B US INES S CASE

FOR

SCIENCE NORTH

Recommendations

Hon Grant Robertson, Minister of Finance, Hon Chris Hipkins, Minister of Education

It is recommended that you:
1. note that in November 2019, Cabinet agreed to provide up to $80 million in Crown capital funding
to Lincoln University (Lincoln) to support the rebuild of its science facilities [CAB-19-MIN-0583];
2. note that Lincoln submitted a Single Stage Business Case for the development of Science North
to Ministers in February 2020, which outlines its plans for the development of its main new
science facilities, the benefits it will deliver, and its procurement plans;
3. note that as agreed in the funding agreement between the Crown and Lincoln, the first instalment
of capital funding of $5 million will be paid to Lincoln following endorsement of the Single Stage
Business Case by the Minister of Finance and the Minister of Education;
4. note that the Single Stage Business Case has undergone an Independent Quality Assurance
assessment by EY, which only identified minor issues;
5. note that the impacts of COVID-19 on the project remain unclear, but the strategic case for
Science North is strong, and we recommend that Ministers endorse the business case with
further analysis to be undertaken as part of the Implementation Business Case;
6. agree to endorse the Single Stage Business Case for Science North, which will release the first
instalment of capital funding of $5 million to Lincoln;
Minister of Education

Minister of Finance

AGREE DISAGREE

AGREE / DISAGREE

7. note that Lincoln intended to submit an Implementation Business Case to Ministers later in 2020
which will set out the negotiated commercial and contractual arrangements for delivery of the
project and confirm that the project is affordable for Ministers to endorse before construction
begins;
8. forward this briefing to the Minister of Finance for his consideration and decision;
9. subject to the agreement of the Minister of Finance, sign and send the attached letter to the
Chancellor of Lincoln informing him of Ministerial endorsement of the Single Stage Business
Case;
10. subject to the agreement of the Minister of Finance, sign and send the attached letter to the
Secretary for Education requesting payment of $5 million to Lincoln;
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11. agree that the Tertiary Education Commission proactively release this briefing once decisions
have been made on Lincoln’s Single Stage Business Case, with commercially sensitive
information withheld given it may impact on any future procurement processes and to allow
Lincoln to carry on without prejudice or disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and
industrial negotiations);

Minister of Education
AGREE / DISAGREE

Gillian Dudgeon
Deputy Chief Executive, Delivery
Tertiary Education Commission
31 April 2020

Hon Chris Hipkins

Hon Grant Robertson

Minister of Education

Minister of Finance

24__ / __
04__ / __
2020
__
__

__3__ / __
__ __
05__ / 2020
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Purpose
1.

The purpose of this briefing is to provide advice to Ministers on Lincoln University’s (Lincoln’s)
Single Stage Business Case for Science North – Lincoln’s main new science facilities.

Background
2.

Lincoln submitted a Programme Business Case, Moving Forward, in August 2019 outlining its
revised plans for rebuilding and repairing its earthquake-damaged facilities and modernising
the way it teaches and undertakes research.

3.

On 11 November 2019, Cabinet agreed to provide up to $80 million in Crown capital funding
to Lincoln to support the rebuild of its science facilities [CAB-19-MIN-0583]. A funding
agreement between the Crown and Lincoln, which set out the terms and conditions of Crown
support as well as the timing and conditions for payment, was signed in December 2019
(B-19-01460 refers).

Single Stage Business Case for Science North
Lincoln is proposing to build an $88 million new teaching and research facility…
4.

Lincoln submitted a Single Stage Business Case for Science North on 4 February 2020. It
builds off the work undertaken in the Programme Business Case and sets out the
recommended approach for the development of Lincoln’s main new teaching and research
facility referred to as Science North.

5.

Lincoln is in clear need of new science facilities to replace those damaged in the 2010/11
earthquakes and its redevelopment plans comprise two projects – Science North and Science
South. Science South is a $10 million build which will focus on the disciplines of post farm gate
and agricultural science. It is already under development and is expected to be completed next
year. Science North will be an $88 million investment in teaching, research, office and
collaboration space for the disciplines of biological heritage and land, water and atmosphere.

…which will deliver a range of benefits to Lincoln as well as the land-based sectors…
6.

7.

The development of Science North will assist Lincoln’s recovery by replacing earthquakedamaged buildings (particularly the Burns building) with teaching and research spaces that are
safe, modern, flexible and future-proofed, and which are attractive to students, staff,
researchers and investment partners. The key benefits the Science North project is expected
to deliver include:


an increased ability for Lincoln to attract and grow talent – both staff and students;



improved financial outcomes through operating modern, efficient facilities with a reduced
footprint; and



a greater return on research and development through enabling increased collaboration
and improving connections with industry.

Science North will also be a key enabler of Lincoln’s New Ways of Operating programme,
which aims to transform the way Lincoln teaches and undertakes research, although many of
the proposed benefits of Science North are also reliant on the New Ways of Operating
programme being a success. The New Ways of Operating programme includes:


the expansion of Lincoln’s multi-disciplinary Centres of Excellence;



the introduction of blended and online learning to existing and new programmes;
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development of a new land-based post-graduate school in conjunction with the University
of Canterbury (UC) to create more multi-disciplinary graduates and facilitate more
productive and effective collaboration with the Crown Research Institutes (CRIs) at
Lincoln;



the Children’s University initiative in partnership with UC; and



expanding partnerships with key stakeholders such as AgResearch, other CRIs, Ngāi
Tahu, and other universities.

…with collaboration at the forefront of the building design…
8.

Lincoln is proposing to build a 9,500 square metre teaching and research facility with an
estimated cost of $88.3 million. This will include teaching spaces for both undergraduate and
post-graduate students as well as research and collaboration spaces.

9.

Science North has been designed to maximise opportunities for collaboration, including
provision of innovation space and meeting rooms for staff and post-graduate students, and
shared function and meeting spaces. This will support planned educational and research
initiatives such as the implementation of the joint post-graduate school with UC and CRIs.

10.

Lincoln is also continuing to work closely with AgResearch on their build. AgResearch’s
facilities will be built directly next to Lincoln’s new science facilities on Lincoln land that was
acquired by AgResearch to ensure all of the benefits of close collaboration can be achieved.
The two institutions are working closely on design to ensure that the buildings complement
each other. The success of Science North will not only be dependent on Lincoln’s New Ways
of Operating programme but also Lincoln and AgResearch identifying new ways of working
together to realise the benefits of co-location and collaboration.

…and Lincoln have decided to use a design and build delivery model…
11.

Lincoln has been very focussed on ensuring Science North is operational for semester one,
2023, to allow for staff and students to be moved out of the earthquake damaged Burns
building and to begin to realise the benefits of the project as soon as possible – particularly
increased enrolments. As such, the procurement strategy outlined in the Single Stage
Business Case has been heavily driven by this timeline. To have construction completed by
the end of 2022, Lincoln would need Ministerial approval of its Implementation Business Case
(IBC) by September 2020 which will require negotiated terms with a main contractor to be
agreed by around June 2020. This timeframe is very tight and it is likely recent developments
relating to COVID-19 will require Lincoln to rethink its approach.

12.

Lincoln evaluated a range of procurement options and has concluded that a design and build
model best meets its objectives, particularly around cost certainty and the tight timeline.
Lincoln plan on implementing it in a two stage process. Earlier this year, Lincoln went to market
seeking tenders on non-price attributes to create a shortlist of suppliers. Following the
completion of developed design in May/June 2020, the shortlisted suppliers will be invited to
submit pricing for the design and build of Science North. Lincoln will then submit an IBC to
Ministers for endorsement before appointing a contractor in late 2020. The procurement
approach has been externally peer reviewed by specialist procurement advisors and the
Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment.

13.

Lincoln has opted to implement Science North in one phase to reduce effort around decanting
and to reduce any health and safety risks of construction ongoing while other parts of the
building are occupied. However, the building is being designed so that it can be built in stages
if required.
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As per the funding agreement, endorsement of the Single Stage Business Case is needed for
Lincoln to move to the next stage. It will also trigger the release of the $5 million in capital
funding.

…with a key concern the tight timelines…
25.

Our biggest concern throughout the business case development process was the very tight
timelines being proposed for the procurement process. We have engaged with Lincoln on this
issue and will continue to work closely with them to help ensure that these timelines do not
adversely affect quality or cost. We believe more contingency needs to be built into the
process, especially given recent developments relating to COVID-19. The lockdown will affect
not only Lincoln’s planning and financial performance but also those of construction
companies, contractors, and supply lines.

26.

We also have some concerns that Lincoln may not have sufficient resource to deliver on the
tight timelines given it has limited senior management depth and is trying to implement a
transformation programme alongside a campus redevelopment programme and manage the
impacts arising from COVID-19. We should note that we do not consider a short or mediumterm delay will make any material difference to the proposed benefits in the longer-term.

…and the impacts of COVID-19 on student numbers and the affordability of the project…
27.

Lincoln has the highest percentage of international students of any tertiary education institution
with nearly 40% of its EFTS being international. It has also achieved strong growth in
international students in recent years which has helped it to report positive financial results.
Further growth in international students was expected in 2020 and over the remainder of the
forecast period.

28.

We have recently engaged with Lincoln on the likely impacts of COVID-19 on international and
domestic student numbers. Following the announcement of the lockdown and with the
assumption that no additional international students enrol at Lincoln for the rest of 2020,
Lincoln has estimated that revenue is expected to be around $11 million or 9% below budget
in 2020. These are just initial estimates and are likely to be further refined over coming months
as the impacts become clearer – especially regarding semester two enrolments, impacts on
2021 enrolments, and any wider impacts.

29.

Earlier in the year, Lincoln implemented a number of savings and cost-reduction strategies in
response to the initial impacts of COVID-19 (e.g. reduced training, no international travel,
voluntary reductions in working hours, and reduced use of contractors) and delayed some
capital development. It has now also scaled back most business-as-usual capital expenditure.
This should help mitigate some of the revenue decline. Lincoln had originally budgeted for an
operating surplus of $4.0 million in 2020 but is now likely to post a small deficit.

30.

If the impact of COVID-19 is largely constrained to 2020, which is looking unlikely, then it will
not have any material impact on the affordability of the project. Lincoln’s central forecast was
for cash to fall to a low point of s9(2)(b)(ii)
. Lincoln therefore has room to manage
some downside to this forecast, and it always has the option of borrowing to assist it through
the low period until cash begins to build back up. Lincoln also has additional mitigations it can
implement, including reducing other capital projects across the campus as well as building
Science North in stages.

31.

Further analysis will be needed to estimate the financial impact on 2021 and beyond as the
COVID-19 situation develops. This includes whether international students can enrol for 2021,
the pipeline effect of reduced international students in 2020 but perhaps also changes in
international student trends. It also will include the potential for increased domestic enrolments
given the forecast increase in unemployment.
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…but these issues can be canvassed in the IBC
32.

An IBC is required to be endorsed by Ministers before Lincoln can enter into a contract for the
design and build of Science North. The IBC will need set out the negotiated commercial and
contractual arrangements for delivery of the project and confirm that the project is affordable
for Ministers to endorse before construction begins. The impacts of COVID-19 on the project
and Lincoln’s financial position will need to be comprehensively covered in the IBC.

33.

Lincoln has already significantly progressed work on the IBC. It had been hoping to submit this
to Ministers by August 2020. However, Lincoln appreciate that with recent developments this
will not be able to be achieved. We have recently engaged with Lincoln encouraging them not
to rush the process and ensure a high quality business case is produced. Given the current
uncertainty, Lincoln will unlikely be able to gain clarity on a number of matters for several
months.

34.

The IBC will be required to undergo an IQA process and be considered by the GOG before
being submitted to you and the Minister of Finance. Endorsement of the IBC will trigger the
release of the next $5 million in capital funding.

Next steps
35.

If you agree to endorse the Single Stage Business Case, please forward this briefing to the
Minister of Finance for his consideration and endorsement.

36.

If the Minister of Finance agrees to endorse the business case, please sign and send the
attached letter to the Secretary for Education authorising the $5 million payment. We have also
drafted a letter for you to send to Lincoln’s Chancellor informing him of the decision.
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Appendix 1: Draft letter to Lincoln

Bruce Gemmell
Chancellor
Lincoln University
By email: bruce.gemmell@lincoln.ac.nz

Dear Bruce
Ministerial endorsement of the Single Stage Business Case for Science North
Thank you for submitting the Single Stage Business Case for Science North in February 2020. It was
clear that a significant amount of effort had gone into the development of the business case from
Lincoln University (Lincoln) staff and governors.
The Minister of Finance and I have now carefully considered the business case and the results of
the Independent Quality Assurance (IQA) report by EY. We are happy with the analysis and
information presented, and I am pleased to inform you that we have endorsed the business case.
As per the funding agreement between the Crown and Lincoln, Ministerial endorsement triggers the
release $5 million in capital funding to Lincoln to progress to the next stages of the development and
the business case process.
I understand Lincoln is working hard on the development of an Implementation Business Case (IBC)
and had hopes to submit this to Ministers for consideration in the middle of the year. I appreciate
that given recent developments related to COVID-19 these timelines and plans are likely to change.
That is the case for many businesses and services operating in New Zealand and to be expected.
I encourage you to think carefully about your timeframes and procurement process to ensure that
risks are appropriately managed over these uncertain times and the best outcomes are achieved.
I also expect to see a range of financial modelling and scenario analysis as part of the IBC to provide
assurances that the project remains affordable.
I understand that this is a difficult time for the university, but the Government remains supportive of
the project. There remains a clear need for Lincoln to replace the teaching and research spaces
damaged by the earthquake with modern and future-proofed teaching and research facilities which
are attractive to students, staff, researchers and investment partners.
I am aware you are working closely with the Tertiary Education Commission and encourage you to
continue to do so. I also understand that the Governance Oversight Group has now been established
and I await the first report from the Chair at an appropriate time.
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I look forward to receiving an IBC from Lincoln on Science North, which has been through an IQA
process, once it has been completed.

Yours sincerely

Chris Hipkins
Minister of Education
cc.

Tim Fowler, Chief Executive, Tertiary Education Commission
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Appendix 2: Draft letter to the Secretary for Education

Iona Holsted
Secretary for Education
Ministry of Education
PO Box 1666
WELLINGTON 6140

Dear Iona
Lincoln University – payment of $5 million of capital funding
In November 2019, Cabinet agreed to provide up to $80 million in Crown capital funding to Lincoln
University (Lincoln) to support the rebuild of its science facilities (CAB-19-MIN-0583 refers).
As per the funding agreement between the Crown and Lincoln, the first instalment of capital
funding of $5 million is to be paid to Lincoln following Ministerial endorsement of a Single Stage
Business Case for Science North. I can confirm that the Minister of Finance and I have now
endorsed the Single Stage Business Case which triggers the release of $5 million in capital funding
to Lincoln.
I therefore request that you, as the Secretary for Education, make payment to Lincoln of $5 million
from the Non-Departmental Capital Expenditure appropriation “Support for Lincoln University” in
Vote Tertiary Education as soon as possible.

Yours sincerely

Chris Hipkins
Minister of Education

cc.

Tim Fowler, Chief Executive, Tertiary Education Commission
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